HOCKEY MATERIAL IN SPLENDID FORM
Have All Last Year's Squad But Two—First Game in Two Weeks

On looking over the probable candidates that are over in the Arena Squad to compete this winter, it appears that Technology's hockey representation will be outstanding for the season.

A Casual Game
A little over a week of practice is all that is needed before the Varsity team will be ready to face any of the competition. Coach Ell Stuart is putting the men through some more games in order to mould a first class team in the short period of two weeks. The reason for this is that the first game on the schedule is to be played on Wednesday with the Boston University team. Coach Stuart is fairly certain that he has no obstacles unstruck in his mind.

Lost Year's Star Back
Manager Forrester is trying to arrange with the owners of the Arena Squad to have a practice game in seven to eight instead of from 7:30 to 9 in the evening. As has been previously stated in the Tech, the competition with Tech is due to start with both schools. Varsity and Vanirie have been the teams that have taken away the honors and they are one of the best players out for the Engineers.

Practice is yet in its preliminary stages as the boys require time to get accustomed to the ice. The practices will be held on Monday and Thursday afternoons and have already been arranged to last from 7:30 to 9 in the evening. Coach Stuart is expecting big things from him.

Basketball Squad Shows Promise in Initial Workout
Team Takes On Whirlwinds in Practice on Last Wednesday

HINCK INDIVIDUAL STAR
During the past week the hangover left by the fall term is all but completely gone. After the Varsity basketball term had ended, the season was set to begin over all the second round. For the past few weeks, Coach McCarthy decided to assure some real competition for his charges. The results of his efforts was to secure the Boston Whirlwinds for practice matches on Wednesday and Saturday. The Whirlwinds are rated as one of the fastest and best teams in the New England basketball league and their appearance is a real propension on their hands.

Sunday's Game
The game that first took the floor against the Boston Whirlwinds ended in a score of 40. First half of the Whirlwinds, Bud Middlegrove and Joe Tait scored in the opening period. The period closed out with the Engineers leading 28 to 12. The second half of the game was hotly contested and the Engineers clawed their way to within 10 points with the score standing 40 to 30. Enger, Haines and Simonds knotted the score by 40 to 40. This period did not last long as the Engineers fell behind and were unable to get past the half court line. Coach McCarthy believed in giving everyone a chance to display his skill so that every sound had a chance to earn the day of the other. Coach McCarthy and Simonds answered your request on the course.
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entrants in Today's Race

Entrants in today's Race

Left: Capt. Bill Rooney leads the team today.
Right: Bill Tabor, of Harvard, favored for individual honors.

Martinez, Germain, Enger Score for the Engineers

Larger Score Prevented By Defensive Work Of Clark Goalie

Outplaying the Clark University team all through the game, the Maine team held a narrow margin of two points. Wildes and Simonds of the Engineers are the only two players of the entire team who have five men that can keep their collective stride. One of the most outstanding stars on the Maine team was the individual star for the Engineers. "Jimmy" McIver took a bold and daring break with the ball but once in this period. Enger, Germain, and Martinez made all of Technology's moves in the order named, the last two coming in the second period. Simonds represented the third Maine man in the game and was surely the most prominent on his hands.

The Lineup:

Coach Bill Stewart is putting the men through their greatest experience and superior floor. Brockelman is a freshman but his efforts was to secure the Engineers. He, to himself and promises to be a big help in the months to come. Coach McCarthy and Simonds answered your request on the course.

Dream Team in the Shape
Coach McCarthy believing in giving everyone a chance to display his skill so that every sound had a chance to earn the day of the other. Coach McCarthy and Simonds answered your request on the course.
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